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Abstract

One of the most important statistical problems concerning Conjoint Analysis (CA)
studies resides in the CA design. In this work, we present an application considering
independently three of the most used CA models – Adaptive Conjoint Analysis, Conjoint
Choice Design based on the commercial model called Choice Based Conjoint, and a Full
Profile model based on a resolution III fractional factorial design – on the same sample.

Our intention was to study the differences related to the estimation of the importance
and utility values among these models. In addition, this work shows how the respondents
face the models from a psychological point of view.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Conjoint Analysis (CA) is a multivariate statistical analysis technique based
on the study of the joint effects on consumers of the elements that compose a
product or service.

It was first developed in the early 1970s by Green and Rao (1971) which got
advantage by Sidney Addelman’s efforts spent in developing methods for determining
fractional factorial designs (1962a, 1962b). Since then, CA has received more and
more academic and private sector attention. As a result, after Green and Rao’s initial
presentation, many articles have been written about CA, and several computer

1 Work presented at the Giornata di Studio: la Conjoint Analysis Orientamenti metodologici e
recenti contributi all’analisi dei dati di preferenza nelle scienze socio-economiche, September 27,
2004, Salerno, Italy
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programs implementing CA have been put on the market. One of the most important
statistical problems concerning CA studies resides in the CA design. The choice of
the design depends strongly on the characteristics of the study, such as the number
of variables involved, the potential presence of interaction effects among the
variables, the ability and the motivation of the target respondents to the CA survey,
the statistical ability of the researcher, and the availability of software.

Unfortunately, the CA models currently being used have some serious
problems, due to information overload of the respondent or to the lack of a sound
statistical background and the resulting instability of the results.

In this work, we present an application considering independently three of the
most used CA models – Adaptive Conjoint Analysis (Metegrano, 1996), Conjoint
Choice Design (Haaijer and Wedel, 2001) based on the commercial model called
Choice Based Conjoint (Metegrano, 1993), and a Full Profile model based on a
resolution III fractional factorial design – on the same sample. The CA survey was
conducted in Italy, in Spring 2002. The object of the survey was a non-digital
camcorder. Subjects were 87 free-lancers of an Italian marketing research company.
None of them had an earlier knowledge of any CA methodology.

Our intention was to study the differences related to the estimation of the
importance and utility values among these models. Prior to this work, most of the
applications considered only one model by itself, or two or three models on the same
sample, but all of them rather similar to one another. This work not only provides
quantitative results highlighting such differences. It also shows how the respondents
face the models from a psychological point of view. By comparing the results, we
confirmed most of other researchers’ hypotheses about the strengths and weaknesses
of these models, except for the Adaptive Conjoint Analysis model, whose utility sets
seem to be not believable. However, our results confirm that ACA should be
employed only when other conjoint models cannot be applied, that is when too
many attributes and/or levels have to be included in the conjoint exercise.

2. THE EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

2.1 THE PRODUCT

Our idea was to test by CA a product or a service characterized by a limited
number of attributes, such as five or six ones, for a total of about 15-20 levels. This
limit has been imposed in order to be able to choose among most of CA models. A
greater number of attributes/levels would have excluded a priori some important
model, such as the traditional and popular Full Profile based on some fractional
factorial design that we meant to include in our study.
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Among all possible products or services, we decided to choose a non-digital
camcorder because at the time of this study most of the subjects available for the
survey would have been pleasantly involved to provide useful answers. Note that
providing responses to more than one CA task is quite time consuming and it takes
a great deal of attention. A less popular product would have produced an important
rate of interrupted interviews or, even worst, bad quality data.

We decided to include six attributes for a total of 17 levels. In order to simplify
the study we had to exclude some attributes (manual control, night mode, remote
control, still performance, ports, etc.); however, the omitted attributes should not
have a relevant effect on the respondents’ structure preference. The same consideration
can be done for the excluded levels (more brands, different zoom powers, other
price levels, etc.). The complete set of attributes and levels considered for this study
is presented in Table 1.

Tab. 1: Non-digital camcorder: attributes and levels.

# Attribute 1st level 2nd level 3rd level 4th level

1 Brand JVC Sony Samsung

2 Recording Format Video 8 mm Compact VHS Digital 8

3 Zoom 10x optical 20x optical
l40x digital 80x digital

4 Viewfinder B/W color

5 LCD screen none 2.5-inch color 3.5-inch color

6 Price Eur 500.00 Eur 650.00 Eur 800.00 Eur 950.00

2.2 THE MODELS

As a second step, we had to decide how many models and which ones to
present to the subjects. The limit we imposed consisted in collecting all the answers
from a same subject during the same interview session; the subjects had to face all
the CA models one after another.

In the literature we could find several articles considering a comparison
between two CA models (Finkbeiner and Platz, 1986; Huber et al., 1991; Tumbusch
et al., 1991; Wittink et al., 1992). In addiction, we thought that it was not advisable
to ask to respondents to face four or more CA model during the same interview
session. As a consequence, we decide to consider three models.

About which models to adopt for our study, we decided to include a version
of the traditional Full Profile, because it is still now very popular thanks to the
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simplicity of the experimental design. In addition, it can be used without any
particular survey software, such as in the traditional C.A.P.I. surveys. Based on the
number of attributes and levels chosen for estimating the utilities values of the non-
digital camcorder, we decided to adopt a resolution III fractional factorial design
(Montgomery, 2001) for the Full Profile model. As a matter of fact, we could not
adopt a higher resolution design because it would have required too many cards to
be presented to respondents. As a consequence, we had to assume that all interaction
effects are not meaningful.

About the other models to include, we chose the Adaptive Conjoint Analysis
(Metegrano, 1996) and the version of Conjoint Choice Design (Haaijer and Wedel,
2001) based on the commercial model called Choice Based Conjoint (Metegrano,
1993). Our choice was addressed by their worldwide popularity for quantifying
consumers’ preference structures. As a matter of fact, these models come with a
ready-to-use software developed by Sawtooth Software Inc., Sequim, WA.

The first model presented to the respondents during the CA session was the
Adaptive Conjoint Analysis (ACA) because its particular structure helps the
subjects to get confident with the topic of the survey. The term ‘adaptive’ refers to
the fact that the computer-administered interview is customized for each respondent;
at each step, previous answers are used to decide which question to ask next, to
obtain the most information about the respondent’s preferences. The procedure can
be considered to consist mainly of three stages. In the first stage, the respondent
indicates the relative importance of each of the attributes defined for the study (self-
explicated stage). For this stage we chose a scale 1:9, where ‘1’ means ‘completely
not important’ and ‘9’ means ‘absolutely important’. In the second stage, the
respondent faces a set of paired comparisons tasks and for each of them he or she
indicates the preferred profile and the degree of preference. These tasks are defined
based on information gathered in the first stage. In this manner, the conjoint tasks
can elicit responses to questions designed to reduce the uncertainty in the respondent’s
estimated parameters. We decided to present 20 tasks to each respondent; the first
six tasks were characterized by two attributes for each pair, the following six by
three attributes, and the remaining ones by four attributes (incomplete profiles). We
chose this structure for the second stage in order to facilitate the subjects to answer
as correctly as possible. At the third stage, the computer composes and presents a
set of calibrating concepts. They are chosen to occupy the entire range from very
unattractive to very attractive for the respondent. He or she is asked a ‘likelihood
of buying’ question about each concept. The likelihood is expressed by typing a
numeric value into a box. We decided to present four calibrating profiles. For a
detailed description of ACA, see Johnson (1987a, 1987b) and Metegrano (1996).
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The second model presented during the CA session was the Full Profile
model. Sixteen cards were presented to each respondent, each of them describing
a non-digital camcorder by all six attributes included in the study. Three full sets of
16 cards, with the attributes sorted in a different way, have been created. In this way
we tried to avoid that the attributes order could effect the preference estimation.
Note that the attribute brand was always shown as first, while the attribute price was
always shown as the last one.  Each respondent received only one set of 16 cards;
after examining all the cards, he or she had to rank them from the most preferred
to the least preferred. Because the large number and complexity of the profiles, this
model required a consistent effort for the subjects.

After the Full Profile session, the Conjoint Choice Design (CBC) model was
presented. For this stage, we decided to adopt a random design by presenting via
computer different tasks to different respondents. Eight tasks with three profiles in
each one were presented. In addition, two holdout choice tasks were included in
order to permit identification and removal of inconsistent respondents (Johnson,
1997). The subjects had to choose the most preferred and the second most preferred
from each task. Moreover, they had the opportunity to use the ‘no-choice’ option at
each task.

We were confident in collecting good quality data from the CBC stage, even
thought it was presented to the respondents at the end of the CA session. As a matter
of fact, this stage was quite short and it required just a little effort from the
respondents.

2.3 THE SURVEY

Respondents were chosen among the free-lancers of an Italian marketing
research company. The sample size was fixed in 80 subjects; however, at the end of
the fieldwork 87 respondents took part in the study. None of them had an earlier
knowledge of any CA methodology. This value for the sample size was decided on
the basis of the characteristics of the CBC model. As a matter of fact, the CBC model
is the least efficient of the three models here considered. In the worst condition, the
standard error for the CBC was expected to be less than 10% of the expected
proportion.

A personal briefing has been provided to each respondent before the beginning
of the interview. A card containing all the variables/levels involved with a short
description has been presented during the briefing and left on the operative table
throughout the interview.

The subjects have been instructed to consider only the factors included in the
CA; the same conditions for the omitted attributes had to be considered. Even
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thought they have been instructed in order to face correctly the CA tasks, a
supervisor was always on place to provide technical help about the cards or the
computer usage.

The fieldwork required 16 days during Spring 2002. Each day no more than
six interviews were completed.

After the CA session, the respondents provided some social demographic
information (sex, age, education level, etc.). In addition, they were asked to fill out
a form for the evaluation of the CA interview. In particular the questions shown in
Table 2 were asked for each of the three stages. The scale used was 1:9, where 1:3
indicates ‘low agreement’, 4:6 indicates ‘medium agreement’, and 7:9 ‘high
agreement’. We considered having this information to be very useful in order to
better understand the differences among the models presented in this study from a
psychological point of view. As a matter of fact, the main hindrances to CA
applications reside in the information overload and in the excessive effort required
to the respondents.

Tab. 2: Evaluation of the CA interview.

How was the 1st, 2nd, 3rd stage of the interview?

It was very long, endless.
It was close to the consumer behaviour in real-life.
It was boring.
It required too much effort because there were too many characteristics to evaluate at the same time.
It was amusing, entertaining.

3. THE RESULTS

3.1 CONSISTENCY OF ANSWERS

After having collected all the data, we decided to identify the set of inconsistent
respondents. We did this by identifying the inconsistent respondents at each stage
of the CA interview.

For the ACA model, we used the answers concerning the four calibrating
concepts presented at the last stage of the model. In particular, we performed a linear
regression analysis at the individual level by considering as independent variables
the two total utility values referred to the four calibrating profiles coming from the
first and the second stage of the model. The dependent variable was given by the
‘likelihood of buying’ values related to the four calibrating concepts. We took the R2

statistics associated to each respondent as a data quality index. Almost 70% of the
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subjects were defined as consistent; they presented a R2 statistics greater than 0.60.
For the Full Profile, we computed for each subject the Kendall’s Tau statistics.

This association index has been applied to the vector of preferences associated to
the 16 cards and to the vector coming from ranking the cards on the basis of the
estimated utility values. Over 70% of the subjects were defined as consistent; they
presented a Kendall’s Tau statistics greater than 0.85.

For the CBC model, we resorted to the pair of holdout choice tasks deliberately
included for this purpose. Almost 75% of the subjects were defined as consistent.

In the following step, we need to study the ‘mobility’ of our sample, that is to
say to classify the subjects according to how many models and for which ones they
were defined as inconsistent. We could identify the four clusters described in Table
3. ‘Tired’ are the subjects coherent for the first two stages of the interview and not
consistent for the last one. On the contrary ‘learning’ subjects are those not
consistent for the first stage of the interview but coherent for the last ones.

Tab. 3: Consistency and mobility.

Cluster Frequency

Completely consistent 57.6%
Tired 19.5%

Learning 10.3%
Inconsistent 12.6%

We decided to run all the analysis on both the whole sample (n = 87) and the
sub-sample composed only by the ‘completely consistent’ subjects (n = 50). In this
way we could analyze the effect of consistency on the utility and importance values.
As a matter of fact, in the literature it is not completely clear how the consistency
affects the CA results, and we considered this study a nice opportunity to catch.

3.2 UTILITY VALUES

In order to make a comparison as complete as possible, we decided to derive
more than one utility set where possible.

For the ACA model, we studied four different utility sets:
• initial utilities (IN), computed from the answers given during the first stage of

the ACA interview;

• paired comparisons utilities (PC), computed from the 20 tasks presented at the
second stage;
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• final utilities before calibration (FB), computed by merging the previous two
sets;

• final utilities after calibration (FA), computed by merging the first two sets by
the calibrating profiles. Note that these are the utilities to be considered for any
analysis according to ACA developer.

These utilities are derived for each subject based on the algorithms implemented
in the ACA software (Metegrano, 1996).

The technique here applied for parameters estimation in Full Profile model
is multiple linear regression. We assumed that the preference model (Green and
Srinivasan, 1978) is the same for all subjects; nevertheless, the parameter values
can vary from subject to subject. Hence, a different linear regression model was
fitted for each subject. Each regression model was based on the same design matrix
X, whose rows contain the description of the profiles and whose columns contain
some pseudo-attributes. The pseudo-attributes has been obtained according to the
approach described in Furlan (2002) developed from Green and Srinivasan’s idea
(1978). As a consequence, each factor is represented in the matrix X by g pseudo-
attributes, where g depends on the nature of the factor. For example, a qualitative
factor with g+1 levels is represented by g pseudo-attributes, while a quantitative
linear factor is represented by only one pseudo-attribute, despite how many levels
it has. For a better understanding we suggest to read the original work of Green and
Srinivasan (1978).

For our model we derived two sets. The former (FP1) is based on the
hypothesis that all factors are qualitative; the latter (FP2) is based on the hypothesis
that all factors are qualitative except the price which is a quantitative linear factor.
In the first case, the part-worth model of preference is assumed to be correct for all
factors. In the second case, the vector model of preference is assumed to be correct
for ‘price’, the part-worth model for the other factors.

Since the resolution III design does not allow the estimation of any factor
interaction, we had to assume that the factor interactions have no meaningful
influence on the evaluation response. As a consequence, we limited our analysis to
estimate only the factors main effects.

About the CBC model, we derived only one utility set. The individual utility
values have been estimated by CBC Hierarchical Bayes algorithm v. 3.2 developed
by Sawtooth Software. The CBC/HB leverages information from all interviewees
to estimate individual utilities. The estimation is achieved by a statistical simulation
technique called Gibbs Sampling. We used the default settings of the algorithm,
since those are the setting the most used by users. Unfortunately, we could not
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estimate individual utilities also by a different algorithm, such as ICE (Individual
Choice Estimation - Sawtooth Software), since only CBC/HB was available to us.
We reserve to perform such analysis as soon as other algorithms will be available
to us. However, according to Huber (1998) Hierarchical Bayes should be considered
the best algorithm when a limited number of tasks are available from each
respondent, such as in our study. Please note that our comparison study did not
considered the utilities based on the ‘counting’ algorithm and on the multinomial
logit regression analysis implemented in the CBC software because they are not at
the individual level.

The result of our work has been summarized in Table 4 and Table 5, which
report the utility values for all seven utility sets for both the total sample and the
‘completely consistent’ sub-sample.

Tab. 4: Utility values for the total sample.

Attribute Level IN PC FB FA FP1 FP2 CBC

Brand JVC 26.3 28.1 26.6 26.4 27.8 31.0 28.5

Sony 60.1 46.4 53.8 56.0 43.4 44.4 48.1

Samsung 30.4 34.1 32.5 31.1 34.6 36.9 32.7

Recording Video 8 mm 29.3 31.0 29.6 28.6 32.0 34.0 29.9

Format Compact VHS 42.1 34.1 37.3 39.0 34.0 36.1 36.2

Digital 8 45.4 43.3 45.4 45.7 39.9 42.3 43.3

Zoom 10x-40x 9.9 32.3 21.5 18.8 33.7 36.1 26.7

20x-80x 38.9 35.5 37.8 37.9 36.9 38.8 38.8

Viewfinder B/W 4.4 23.4 16.1 11.1 25.8 28.9 25.8

Color 73.5 48.9 58.9 64.5 44.8 46.1 47.1

LCD none 6.9 26.7 17.8 14.2 21.8 25.6 14.5

screen 2.5-inch color 38.9 40.5 39.8 39.9 41.3 42.9 46.3

3.5-inch color 71.0 41.3 55.4 59.4 42.8 43.9 48.6

Price Eur 500.00 55.4 40.1 47.4 49.4 44.3 33.8 46.7

Eur 650.00 38.9 35.3 37.7 37.7 43.4 30.1 39.8

Eur 800.00 22.4 30.0 26.4 25.2 31.2 26.4 37.3

Eur 950.00 6.0 29.0 15.9 15.0 22.3 22.7 9.8

Total 600 600 600 600 600 600 600
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Tab. 5: Utility values for the ‘completely consistent’ sub-sample.

Attribute Level IN PC FB FA FP1 FP2 CBC

Brand JVC 30.6 28.9 28.5 29.6 29.5 31.9 30.5

Sony 60.0 47.3 54.6 55.5 44.5 45.4 47.4

Samsung 26.4 32.3 30.1 28.1 31.9 34.1 31.7

Recording Video 8 mm 31.8 31.9 31.3 31.0 31.2 32.7 29.2

Format Compact VHS 40.7 32.8 35.5 36.9 33.7 35.7 37.6

Digital 8 44.4 43.2 45.2 44.9 41.0 43.0 42.9

Zoom 10x-40x 9.7 31.2 20.8 18.2 34.2 36.0 25.5

20x-80x 39.0 36.2 38.8 38.7 36.4 38.3 38.8

Viewfinder B/W 4.7 25.0 17.4 12.7 27.4 30.1 26.0

Color 73.4 47.3 57.6 62.8 43.2 44.2 47.1

LCD none 6.6 25.7 16.8 14.2 20.8 23.8 13.8

screen 2.5-inch color 39.0 42.5 41.7 40.9 42.9 44.1 46.4

3.5-inch color 71.4 41.0 55.4 58.7 42.2 43.5 49.5

Price Eur 500.00 55.9 37.7 46.4 47.7 43.7 34.0 46.7

Eur 650.00 39.0 37.5 38.4 39.2 41.2 30.8 39.8

Eur 800.00 22.1 29.2 25.0 24.7 32.5 27.7 36.3

Eur 950.00 5.2 30.5 16.5 16.2 23.7 24.5 10.8

Total 600 600 600 600 600 600 600

A graphical representation of the distances between the utility values for the
total sample is provided in Figure 1, obtained by performing a multidimensional
scaling analysis (MDS). The algorithm applied is Proxscal (Commandeur and
Heiser, 1993), applied to the matrix of similarities computed from the utility set
values in Table 4. About the goodness of fit, the Normalized Raw Stress is 0.004 that
indicates a good representation of the utility sets in the two-dimensional space
proposed. By running a similar analysis on the ‘completely consistent’ sub-sample,
we got an absolutely comparable result (not reported here for the sake of clarity).

From Table 4, Table 5, and Figure 1, the reader can easily realize that:
• (IN) presents a very low utility for the less preferred level within each attribute,

in particular for zoom, viewfinder, LCD screen, and price;
• for LCD screen the value for the most preferred level in the (IN) set is almost

twice as large as the value for the intermediate level;
• (FB) and (FA) are quite similar; it means that the ACA calibrating profiles do not

have a very evident effect;
• the Full Profile sets (FP1) and (FP2) present similar values, except obviously for

the price because the two different estimate assumptions;
• the closest utility set to the CBC set is (FP1);
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• the closest ACA utility set to the Full Profile sets is (PC). Note that (PC) is the
only ACA utility set not affected by the first stage of the ACA interview;

• the most distant ACA utility set from the CBC and the Full Profile sets is (IN).
As stated earlier, the total sample and the ‘completely consistent’ sub-sample

present quite similar values. The differences are due to the exclusion in the sub-sample
of all respondents that have been considered not enough consistent across the different
stage of the CA interview. However, all three CA models seem to provide robust
estimates of the parameters with respect to the inclusion of inconsistent data.

The reported results are supported by t-tests for the significance of the
differences between the means of two correlated samples (Wackerly, Mendenhall,
and Scheaffer, 2002). Table 6 reports such tests for the total sample.

The same t-tests have been performed for the ‘completely consistent’ sub-
sample and similar but weaker results have been obtained. However, for the sake of
clarity they are not presented in this work.

In addition, also statistical tests about the significance of the parameters
estimates have been computed. Table 7 and Table 8 report all the absolute t-ratios
for all utilities sets. They have been obtained dividing each parameter effect by its
standard error. The reader can see that since all t-ratios are large, the parameter
estimates are meaningful. Please note that the (IN) t-ratios are quite peculiar
because the particular estimation algorithm of the ACA first stage.

Fig. 1: MDS representation of the utility sets for the total sample.
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Tab. 6: t-values for the differences between the utility values for the total sample.

Attribute Level IN IN IN IN IN IN PC PC PC PC
PC FA FB FP1 FP2 CBC FA FB FP1 FP2

Brand JVC 0.40 0.92 0.85 0.41 0.02 0.34 0.20 0.21 0.89 0.10

Sony <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 0.10 0.28

Samsung 0.06 0.48 0.10 0.03 <.01 0.24 0.01 0.13 0.78 0.15

Recording Video 8 mm 0.56 0.64 0.87 0.30 0.08 0.83 0.15 0.36 0.63 0.15

Format Compact VHS <.01 0.01 <.01 <.01 0.02 0.02 <.01 0.01 0.99 0.38

Digital 8 0.43 0.81 1.00 0.03 0.21 0.36 0.13 0.12 0.11 0.65

Zoom 10x-40x <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 0.51 0.07

20x-80x 0.03 0.22 0.35 0.01 0.92 0.87 <.01 0.03 0.40 0.06

Viewfinder B/W <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 0.13 <.01

Color <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 0.02 0.12

LCD none <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 0.02 0.60

screen 2.5-inch color 0.41 0.33 0.54 0.01 <.01 <.01 0.58 0.47 0.65 0.23

3.5-inch color <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 0.44 0.18

Price Eur 500.00 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 0.10 <.01

Eur 650.00 0.04 0.17 0.29 <.01 <.01 0.25 0.02 0.06 <.01 0.02

Eur 800.00 <.01 0.01 0.01 <.01 0.12 <.01 <.01 <.01 0.56 0.24

Eur 950.00 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 0.02 <.01 <.01 <.01 0.08

Attribute Level PC FA FA FA FA FB FB FB FP1 FP1 FP2
CBC FB FP1 FP2 CBC FP1 FP2 CBC FP2 CBC CBC

Brand JVC 0.82 0.81 0.37 0.01 0.32 0.47 0.02 0.39 <.01 0.68 0.17

Sony 0.38 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 0.13 <.01 0.02

Samsung 0.46 0.01 0.05 <.01 0.36 0.24 0.02 0.91 <.01 0.24 0.01

Recording Video 8 mm 0.61 0.17 0.09 0.01 0.55 0.20 0.03 0.89 <.01 0.16 0.01

Format Compact VHS 0.38 0.07 0.02 0.20 0.21 0.14 0.59 0.62 0.01 0.31 0.97

Digital 8 1.00 0.69 <.01 0.10 0.22 0.01 0.15 0.31 <.01 0.07 0.61

Zoom 10x-40x 0.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01

20x-80x 0.07 0.92 0.38 0.46 0.45 0.50 0.49 0.49 <.01 0.07 0.98

Viewfinder B/W 0.20 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 1.00 0.05

Color 0.33 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 0.05 0.11 0.48

LCD none <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 0.87 0.03 <.01 0.14 <.01 <.01 <.01

screen 2.5-inch color 0.01 0.84 0.21 0.03 <.01 0.28 0.06 <.01 0.02 <.01 0.01

3.5-inch color <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 0.09 <.01 <.01

Price Eur 500.00 <.01 0.01 0.02 <.01 0.07 0.12 <.01 0.58 <.01 0.25 <.01

Eur 650.00 0.03 0.94 <.01 <.01 0.09 <.01 <.01 0.17 <.01 0.01 <.01

Eur 800.00 <.01 0.20 <.01 0.66 <.01 <.01 1.00 <.01 0.02 <.01 <.01

Eur 950.00 <.01 0.34 <.01 0.02 <.01 <.01 0.04 <.01 0.84 <.01 <.01
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Tab. 7: Absolute t-ratios for the total sample.

Attribute Level IN PC FB FA FP1 FP2 CBC

Brand JVC 11.6 15.1 12.2 12.8 17.7 17.8 20.7

Sony 37.3 26.1 32.5 35.3 27.8 34.1 35.0

Sammsung 15.1 17.9 16.9 16.6 22.3 24.3 25.5

Recording Video 8 mm 10.9 13.7 13.5 12.6 23.4 23.8 21.7

Format Compact VHS 16.8 14.5 15.6 16.8 18.0 18.8 15.5

Digital 8 17.5 20.3 20.9 20.9 22.0 23.1 20.9

Zoom 10x-40x 13.1 15.3 14.5 15.0 44.5 43.2 27.4

20x-80x >50 23.0 32.3 44.9 48.8 40.5 50.8

Viewfinder B/W 6.0 13.6 11.9 9.2 19.8 20.4 20.3

Color >50 27.6 40.5 50.2 34.4 33.7 38.0

LCD none 8.4 14.1 10.8 11.2 14.7 16.0 10.5

screen 2.5-inch color >50 21.4 28.5 39.2 48.2 38.2 58.4

3.5-inch color >50 25.8 46.7 58.2 38.2 38.2 43.8

Price Eur 500.00 >50 21.0 42.2 42.7 20.9 77.1 37.8

Eur 650.00 >50 19.8 31.0 42.2 36.4 20.0 53.8

Eur 800.00 >50 15.9 18.6 22.7 29.1 10.3 25.8

Eur 950.00 8.0 13.0 11.1 12.7 10.7 6.3 6.4

Tab. 8: Absolute t-ratios for the ‘completely consistent’ sub-sample.

Attribute Level IN PC FB FA FP1 FP2 CBC

Brand JVC 11.4 11.7 10.3 11.5 15.0 14.6 17.9

Sony 27.6 20.8 25.6 27.5 20.2 25.3 28.5

Samsung 10.5 12.6 11.9 11.8 18.7 18.8 23.0

Recording Video 8 mm 8.3 10.0 10.1 9.6 16.2 15.6 18.1

Format Compact VHS 11.7 9.0 10.0 11.3 12.1 12.9 11.0

Digital 8 12.5 14.2 14.1 14.1 16.1 16.4 14.2

Zoom 10x-40x 9.4 10.9 10.3 10.7 33.7 30.5 20.6

20x-80x >50 16.1 22.0 30.8 35.8 28.9 43.7

Viewfinder B/W 4.2 10.1 9.0 7.4 18.3 17.9 15.7

Color >50 19.4 28.1 34.8 28.8 27.2 29.1

LCD none 6.1 9.9 7.1 8.3 11.0 11.0 7.7

screen 2.5-inch color >50 17.4 21.7 31.3 36.3 26.0 43.6

3.5-inch color >50 18.7 36.3 40.0 30.7 30.4 34.8

Price Eur 500.00 >50 14.5 31.9 33.1 16.3 53.6 27.1

Eur 650.00 >50 15.7 23.0 32.7 26.7 14.2 38.6

Eur 800.00 >50 10.5 12.4 15.0 24.6 7.5 20.4

Eur 950.00 6.1 9.7 8.3 10.2 8.5 4.7 4.8
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3.3  MPORTANCE VALUES

Usually, the researcher wants to discover which of the factors involved in the
CA study drives the preference for the products. In literature this kind of analysis
is referred to as attribute importance analysis or key driver analysis. Green and
Srinivasan (1978) suggested a method to derive the importance parameters based
on the individual level. The results presented in Table 9 and Table 10 are based on
their idea. Please read below the main results:
• (IN), (PC), (FB), and (FA) present an extremely and trustworthy low importance

for price;

• CBC has the smallest importance value for brand, while it presents the largest
importance value for LCD screen;

• the total sample and the ‘completely consistent’ sub-sample present quite
similar values. The same comment provided for the differences between Table
4 and Table 5 can be applied.

Tab. 9: Importance values (%) for the total sample

Attribute IN PC FB FA FP1 FP2 CBC

Brand 16.5 17.3 18.3 18.3 17.7 18.3 14.7

Rec. Format 18.1 20.4 19.3 18.7 17.7 18.1 18.3

Zoom 8.9 11.1 9.4 8.0 5.9 6.1 8.2

Viewfinder 21.4 14.8 17.8 21.2 12.8 13.2 12.2

LCD screen 19.6 16.8 18.0 18.3 17.7 18.0 21.3

Price 15.5 19.6 17.2 15.5 28.2 26.3 25.3

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Tab. 10: Importance values (%) for the ‘completely consistent’ sub-sample.

Attribute IN PC FB FA FP1 FP2 CBC

Brand 15.5 16.2 17.6 17.7 16.8 17.2 13.6

Rec. Format 18.5 22.1 20.4 19.8 19.9 20.1 18.6

Zoom 8.9 11.4 10.1 8.9 5.7 5.7 8.4

Viewfinder 21.2 14.0 16.3 20.1 11.5 11.6 12.2

LCD screen 19.9 16.9 18.6 18.2 19.0 19.1 21.8

Price 16.0 19.4 17.0 15.3 27.1 26.3 25.4

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
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3.4 THE PREDICTIVE ABILITY

Respondents are usually asked to evaluate some holdout tasks in addition to
the main tasks. Usually, the holdout tasks are similar to the main ones, but the set
of profiles differs. Their evaluation is used not for estimation but for prediction
purposes. As a matter of fact, the estimated model should predict the holdout results
as best as possible. Therefore, it is possible to test the predictive ability of conjoint
analysis models.

Since we considered not appropriate to add holdout tasks to our survey already
characterized by tree conjoint exercises, we decided to test the predictive ability by
the first holdout choice task included in the CBC exercise for evaluating the
consistency of answers. Unfortunately, we could not use also the other holdout choice
task because too many ‘none’ options have been selected, probably for tiredness.

For each profile in the holdout task we computed the total individual utility
based on each utility set. Table 11 reports the proportion of cases for which the
expected most preferred profile based on each utility set has been actually selected
in the holdout choice task. The reader can see that all utility sets are characterized
by a similar predictive ability. Note that CBC has the greater predictive ability for
the total sample, probably because the holdout task comes from the CBC conjoint
exercise. However, we are not able to explain why the CBC utilities computed for
the ‘completely consistent’ segment have the lowest predictive ability. Also, we are
quite surprised of the predictive ability for (IN), unexpected high.

Tab. 11: Predictive ability.

Sample IN PC FB FA FP1 FP2 CBC

Total 0.80 0.79 0.78 0.77 0.79 0.80 0.84

‘completely consistent’ 0.85 0.90 0.85 0.83 0.85 0.85 0.81

3.5 MODELS PERCEPTION

We used the information collected by the CA evaluation form to understand
how the respondents faced the three CA stages from a psychological point of view.

We applied the method based on the discriminant analysis described in
Molteni (1993). The data can be organized in a matrix n x q, where n = 261 is the
number of observations, and q = 6 is the number of items collected for each
observation plus one. Note that n is obtained by multiplying the number of
respondents (87) by the number of models considered (3) by each one. In this way,
it was possible to derive two discriminant functions; the first explained about 83%
of the variance between the groups. Of course we performed an F-test to check
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whether the group centroids for the five items were equal or not. We got a p-value
less than 0.02 for all items. Then, we could reject the null hypothesis that the group
centroids are equal.

We plot the two-dimensional graph presented in Figure 2, where the axis are
the two discriminant functions. Each of the five item points is given by the pair of
correlation coefficients between the item and the discriminant functions. Each of
the three model points is given by the centroid referred to the discriminant
functions. One can note that the CBC and the Full Profile models are mainly
described by the first discriminant function, while the ACA model is mainly
described by the second one.
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Fig. 2: Models perception by discriminant analysis.

The interpretation of this plot can be done according to Molteni (1993). The
CBC model appears very amusing and close to the consumer behaviour in real-life,
while the Full Profile model is considered endless, boring and involving a consistent
effort for the subjects. The ACA model, expected to be pleasantly welcomed based
on Metegrano (1996), was instead characterized by negative or at least neutral
feelings. We repeated the same analysis on the sub-sample of ‘completely consistent’
subjects. We did not noticed large differences with respect to the first plot. Only
slight changes in the relative difference among the models could be observed.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

By the application presented in this article we got some interesting results, in
particular for the ACA model. Its utility sets are not believable except for (PC)
which is the closest one to the other models results. This is probably due to the fact
that the other sets are based on self-explicated data (ACA first stage). The ACA
calibrating profiles, which in theory should improve the final results, make them
worse. In addition, the characteristic of being adaptive makes ACA quite exacting
to respondents, so that it is not well appreciated from a psychological point of view.
It is better to use ACA only when a study requires a lot of attributes, so that is not
possible to use other models.

For the other models we got results confirming the theory. The Full Profile is
exacting and boring, but its utility sets seem to be believable. On the contrary, the
CBC model offers nice results too, but it is much more appreciated by respondents.
Its main limit consists in the necessity to adopt external algorithms in order to
estimate the parameters at the individual level.

A further research could involve a study based on the integration of the CBC
model with some other design, so it would be possible to add the potentiality of CBC
to the strengths of some other model.
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UN CONFRONTO EMPIRICO DI MODELLI DI CONJOINT
ANALYSIS SULLO STESSO CAMPIONE1

Riassunto

Uno dei principali problemi relativi alla Conjoint Analysis (CA) riguarda la scelta
del disegno sperimentale. In questo lavoro presentiamo un’applicazione caratterizzata
dalla somministrazione ad un campione di oltre 80 soggetti di tre modelli di CA scelti tra
quelli più usati: l’Adaptive Conjoint Analysis, la Conjoint Choice Design e un modello Full
Profile basato su un disegno fattoriale a risoluzione III. L’obiettivo era di studiare le
principali differenze tra i modelli relative alla stima dei valori d’importanza e di utilità.
Inoltre questo lavoro intende mostrare l’aspetto psicologico dell’accettazione dei tre
modelli da parte degli intervistati.


